Dear Sir or Madam,

Greetings! My name is Patrick McClanahan; my family worked with Dave Schertzing to remodel
our basement and add a fourth bedroom. We first met Dave at a trade show and were
instantly impressed. Our process from interviewing to construction start took much longer
than anticipated and it was one day almost 5 months after our initial contact that Dave emailed
me out of the blue to see if we were still looking. This contact showed me how serious Dave
would take us as a client.
During our planning and construction phase Dave consistently demonstrated his willingness to
listen to our ideas and to try to find ways to implement them within our budget. Dave
consistently consulted me when a change was required to the plan.
One thing that most impressed me was Dave’s attention to detail – his years as a trim carpenter
really showed in his eye for finishes. The contractors that worked on our home were
professional and tried to minimize intrusion as much as could be expected.
In the end our family now has a wonderful space complete with a new bedroom for our oldest
child. We highly recommend Dave Schertzing – he is attentive, sets realistic goals, completes
work on time, has a critical eye for detail and his work is of the highest quality.
We plan to remodel other parts of our home in the coming years and will have no problems
skipping the bidding process and hiring Dave. We couldn’t be happier with the way the
basement turned out and our oldest daughter loves having her own space! Thank you Dave for
everything! Should any of your prospective clients like to speak with us we can be reached at
our home number – (517) 333‐0694.

Sincerely,
Patrick and Amanda McClanahan

